
As technology changes the way we transport people and 
goods, key stakeholders inevitably need to navigate new 
risks, alongside new opportunities. With vehicles as the 
next ‘connected device’, concerns relating to operating 
systems, patents, privacy, data transfer, connectivity, 
cybersecurity, encryption and services proliferate 
dramatically, bringing an escalation in regulation, 
enforcement and litigation. 

Equally, with increased momentum behind efforts to 
wean mankind off the combustion engine and promote 
cleaner energies, fewer emissions and electric charging,  
a multitude of risks and exciting opportunities are 
emerging in the energy sector.

Always at the forefront of global reporting on regulatory 
risk, MLex boasts comprehensive, forensically-detailed 
coverage of the two major trends which are shaking up 
transport and related industries: digital transformation 
and the energy revolution.

With MLex’s real-time Future Mobility reporting  
and forward-looking analysis, you can keep track  
of all significant developments with the potential to 
impact your business and clients across the globe.

Get the complete picture 
As the key trends shaping the future of Mobility cut across 
different areas of regulation already expertly covered by  
our specialist journalists (data privacy and security; energy  
& climate; antitrust; mergers & acquisitions and more),  
MLex saves you research time by joining the regulatory  
dots across these spheres, as well as across the globe.

 

Build your risk strategy
With longstanding expertise in defining regulatory risk 
as it emerges, and a team including journalists devoted 
solely to Future Mobility reporting, MLex delivers exclusive 
insight into how businesses will be impacted by the 
transformations in tech and energy—often ahead of  
other news outlets.

 

Spot business opportunities
As well as enabling you to side-step risk, MLex’s Future 
Mobility coverage allows you to identify and nurture new 
business opportunities in a rapidly evolving operating 
environment.

Don’t just take our word for it … Check out highlights 
from our Future Mobility coverage here: https://
mlexmarketinsight.com/news-hub/editors-picks/future-
mobility.

Future Mobility:     
Are you ready for 
the seismic shift?
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Antitrust As a leader in antitrust news across the globe, our experts deliver exclusive, forward-
looking scoops on cartels, probes into restrictive practices, policy changes and related litigation. 
Our deep coverage provides behind-the-scenes information you can’t get anywhere else.

Data Privacy & Security Get the insight your business and clients need to navigate constantly 
evolving data privacy and security laws and regulations across the globe.

Energy & Climate Change Track major energy and environmental policy developments, including 
regulation of the power industry, security of energy supply, climate change, alternative energy, 
consumer needs and technical innovation.

Financial Crime In addition to comprehensive coverage of anti-bribery and corruption laws, 
probes and litigation, MLex closely follows and reports on financial crime within the banking 
industry, including anti-money laundering, insider trading, fraud and market manipulation.

Financial Services Our EU and US experts report on the regulatory bodies that set global 
standards as well as regional rulemaking, implementation and enforcement in the areas of 
derivatives, trading & securities, investment & retail banking, asset management, payment 
services and credit-rating agencies.

Mergers & Acquisitions Be the first to know of merger developments and receive unique  
insight from MLex M&A experts on the review process, procedural steps and court litigation 
resulting from approved or blocked deals.

State Aid Advise your business and clients on aid schemes that will be compliant with the  
law by following MLex coverage on EU investigations and policy changes regarding support 
offered by EU governments to companies and sectors.

Tech & Telco MLex closely follows changes to regulation impacting Internet platforms, global 
connectivity and media rights. 

Trade With a focus on the major trade centers (the EU, US, UK and their trade relationships  
with other nations), MLex tracks global trade negotiations, changing trade policies and trade 
disputes and enforcement, including anti-dumping, anti-subsidy and safeguard probes.

The MLex expertise behind Future Mobility

About MLex

Our investigative reporters are on the ground, where you need us the most. We break news on developmental 
regulation from the earliest stages of industry consultation, right through enforcement and litigation from the 
world’s most critical centers in North America, Latin America, Europe and Asia. MLex experts provide insight that 
isn’t available elsewhere – our relationships with local sources allow you access to information before it is public. 
You can count on MLex for not only news and updates, but also expert analyses that explain how businesses are 
impacted, portfolios that show the history of a particular issue and source documents from regulatory agencies.
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